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This thesis is the result of my own work and research. I have not published any of it 
yet. I have not used any material from prior publications nor my MA dissertation as 
the basis for this doctoral thesis.  
 













Saint cults and the politics of power in the 
Dalmatian commune of Zadar (1000-1468) 
 
 
The city of Zadar lies upon the Dalmatian coast of modern Croatia. Zadar’s 
position during the medieval period was that of an affluent port, poised 
between the markets of East and West, the Balkan hinterland and maritime 
Adriatic. Such a location made it a strategic colonial target for both Venice and 
the Kingdom of Hungary. This thesis examines the influence of these political, 
economic and cultural forces upon the commune’s powerful markers of local 
identity: its saints’ cults. Zadar’s past wealth created a significant cache of 
associated metalwork and ecclesiastical architecture that has received little 
attention beyond the Balkans. Beginning with a grand historical narrative - 
drawn together from the scholarship of Zaratine, Venetian and Hungarian 
histories - the complex rivalries and ambitions of the various regional 
protagonists are highlighted. Zadar’s role within these relations, be it peripheral 
or central, had an impact upon the commune’s social structures and networks. 
A study of archival sources indicates a blurring of boundaries between 
identities, both local and foreign, rather than the stark contrasts that often 
define the city’s histories. Patronage is also an important aspect of this study, 
showing how sacral works of art and monumental ecclesiastical structures were 
important tools in strengthening position and power. The results of such 
largesse were developments in the cults of Saints Chrysogonus, Simeon the 
Prophet and Mark the Evangelist. These reveal the flow of cultic practices and 
artistic trends through Europe, with Zaratine audiences aware of and 
demanding the most current in their local commissions. Each case study 
considers ritual, iconography and architectural space, thus contributing 
additional facets to the understanding of Medieval Zaratine identity. 







ASVat  Archivio Segreto, Vatican City 
ASV  Archivio di Stato, Venice 
ADV  Archivio Diocesano del Patriarcato, Venice 
BMV  Biblioteca della Marciana, Venice 
DAZD  Državni arhiv, Zadar 
DAZD, SZB Državni arhiv, Spisi Zadarskih Bilježnika, Zadar 
 
Notes 
Dalmatian Place and People’s Names 
I will be using modern Croatian names for the cities of the Dalmatian coast such as 
Korčula, Šibenik, Split, Trogir and Zadar instead of the Italian Curzola, Sebenico, 
Spalato, Traù and Zara. This will help readers identify places on maps today. The 
Italian versions are more common in Venetian scholarship yet city names during the 
period 1000-1468 were fluid. Zadar for instance is recorded in a range of contemporary 
documents and sources as Iadra, Iadera, Giadera, Çara and Zara. Which one is correct? 
The use of the modern name brings the most clarity.  
Names of individuals also raise challenges and have in the past been used as a 
means of defining modern national identities instead of medieval ones.1 Where 
possible, rather than using the Latin or Slavicized versions of names found in the 
secondary literature, I have recorded the spelling from autographed archival 
                                                 
1 See Chapter 1 in Laurel Elizabeth Reed, Approaches to fifteenth- and early sixteenth-century painting in 
Dalmatia, Ph.D thesis (University of California, 2009).  






documents. If these were the names that people were known by during their lifetimes, 
it seems logical to continue their usage.2 
Currency 
Medieval coins and their accounting systems are complex topics: the currency of Zadar 
no less so. Although the currency was based upon a system of pounds, shillings and 
pence (libra, soldi and denarii) it is important for the modern reader to realise that 
there was a distinction between physical coinage and money of account, i.e. written 
amounts. The various moneys of account reflected the metal worth of coins at any one 
time and would fluctuate according to commodity prices as well as the general wear 
and tear of the coins themselves. Depending on what sort of transaction was under 
discussion, say a large government contract or international merchant deal versus a 
small bequest to a servant in a will, different moneys of account were used. I would 
refer any reader to consult Lane and Mueller’s study on Venetian coins and moneys of 
account, Spuffords’s Handbook of Medieval Exchange as well as Antonio Teja and 
Radomir Jurić’s work on Zaratine currency.3 The main system of account used in 
Zaratine wills and contracts was that of the libra or soldi parvorum i.e. that system 
most commonly used in small scale and domestic transactions. As a result I have 
written all libre parvorum amounts in this thesis with a £, e.g. 3 libre parvorum 
becomes £3, unless another, larger system of account has specifically been used. This 
will be highlighted in the text. 
                                                 
2 Email from Dr. Nikola Vuletić, lecturer, Department of French and Ibero-Roman Studies, University of 
Zadar, Croatia, to Zoë Willis, 26th February 2010. 
3 Frederic C. Lane and Reinhold C. Mueller, Money and Banking in Medieval and Renaissance Venice. 
Volume I Coins and Moneys of Account (Baltimore & London: The John Hopkins University Press, 1985), I; 
Antonio Teja, Aspetti della vita economica di Zara dal 1289 al 1409: La pratica bancaria, II vols (Zadar: 
Tipografia edit. S. Artale, 1942), I; Radomir Jurić, 'Srednjovjekovni novac na zadarskom području 
(Medieval coins in the region of Zadar)', in Dvadeset stojeća upotrebe novca na zadarskom području 
(Twenty centuries of the use and circulation of money in the area of Zadar), ed. by Zdenko Brusić, (Zadar: 
Arheološki muzej, numizmatičko društvo, 1987), pp. 65-76; Peter Spufford, Handbook of Medieval 
Exchange, Royal Historical Society Guides and Handbooks (Bury St Edmonds: St Edmundsbury Press, 
1986). 
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